Committee on Transportation, Highways, and Public Works

Will meet at: 9:00 am  Date: Tuesday, April 24, 2012

Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HCR 65  GISCLAIR  TRANSPORTATION DEPT  Requests DOTD to conduct a traffic study

HCR 67  GEYMANN  TRANSPORTATION Suspends certain administrative rules relative to access connection requirements

HB 329  CHAMPAGNE  PUBLIC CONTRACTS  Requires recipients of public contracts to make available the names and amounts paid to individuals for hourly services

HB 330  HOWARD  MTR VEHICLE/COMMERCIAL  Provides relative to travel of vehicles issued a special permit to transport timber cutting or logging equipment

HB 670  PYLANT  DWI  Provides relative to the eligibility for restrictive licenses

HB 682  PYLANT  DWI  Repeals provision of law relative to the reinstatement of driving privileges associated with a violation of criminal law

HB 695  BADON  MOTOR VEHICLES  Prohibits the use of a cellular telephone while driving

HB 700  PYLANT  DWI  Provides relative to hardship licenses

HB 701  GAROFALO  LEVEES  Provides relative to employment and deployment of police from the levee districts within the Southeast La. Flood Protection Authority - East

HB 1061  ORTEGO  FUELS  Authorizes the use of automatic liquefied petroleum gas dispensing devices

HB 1107  Leger  TRANSPORTATION DEPT  Provides for the promulgation of rules and regulations for the formation and ongoing operations of a Ferry Advisory Board

HB 1129  HODGES  PUBLIC CONTRACT/BIDS  Revises public bid provisions to include certain exceptions for certain letting authorities
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